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Evidence and the Drivers of Variation
in Orthopaedic Surgical Work: A Mixed
Methods Systematic Review
Abstract
The increasing demands on orthopaedic services brought about by the aging
population and rising incidence of arthritis, together with the financial constraints
in the healthcare system mean that orthopaedic departments have to deliver more
for less. This is coupled with patterns of variation in current practice and provision
of orthopaedic surgery which are not justified by variation in patient needs.
Researchers and policymakers set out to develop evidence-based guidelines,
interventions, and recommendations to address the balance and ensure that
services are both clinically and cost-effective whilst being high quality, safe and
equitable. However, it is not clear to what extent these external sources of
evidence and guidelines are accepted and implemented in orthopaedic practice.
We conducted a systematic review using an interpretative mixed methods
synthesis and thematic analysis. We aimed to understand: i) Approaches and
techniques to knowledge and evidence use, and ii) Factors influencing decisionmaking and practice variation within orthopaedic surgery. Two systematic reviews
and 24 primary studies were included. Evidence sources were grouped into eight
themes and presented in a conceptual framework (formal codified and managerial
knowledge, medical socialisation, cultural, normative and political influence,
training and formal education, experiential factors, individual patient and surgeon
factors). Formal codified knowledge in the form of clinical guidelines appeared to
play a small part in clinical practice decision-making in orthopaedic surgery. More
significant drivers of variation include medical socialisation, cultural and normative
factors and the existence of complex and competing sources of evidence. These
drivers need to be incorporated into a new method to implement evidence-based
knowledge in practice which takes account of the context in which the decision is
made.
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Introduction
In this study we set out to discover some of the possible underlying
drivers for variation in orthopaedic surgical work despite the
growing evidence from researchers and policymakers on
best practice in orthopaedics. Internationally, the pressure
on orthopaedic services is growing. Musculoskeletal (MSK)
conditions are a major burden on individuals, health, and
social care systems. In the UK for example, the annual budget
for treatment of MSK disorders is approximately £10 billion
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License |

per year [1]. The increasing demands on orthopaedic services
brought about by the aging population and rising incidence of
arthritis mean that there is a mounting requirement for increasing
orthopaedic treatments within a restricted budget. This pressure
to deliver more for less has led to patterns of variation in current
practice and provision of orthopaedic surgery which are driven by
factors unrelated to patient need [2].
Levels of variation are substantial and deemed unacceptable,
hence policy making organisations such as the National Institute
This article is available from: http://www.hsprj.com/archive.php
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for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in the UK and the Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), the Preventive
Services Task Force (USPSTF) in the U.S. set out to standardise
care across healthcare systems through the implementation
of evidence [3,4]. Evidence-based medicine informs clinical
guidelines which are produced to establish clinical effectiveness
and criteria for treatments at acceptable levels of expenditure
[5,6]. The impact of these evidence-based policies, interventions
and recommendations within orthopaedics is unknown, as are the
barriers and facilitators to the use of evidence-based medicine in
decision-making for orthopaedic surgery.
Previous research dating back to the 1930's highlighted variation
in surgical practice across and within geographical areas [7-12]
and within different surgical specialties [13,14] and sub-specialties
[15,16]. Rates of surgical intervention do not always align to rates
of disease. Many reasons are given provided for performing or
limiting surgery which may not directly link to the clinical needs
of patient or populations [17]. This paper is focused specifically
on orthopaedic practice where the rate of joint replacement
surgery has been reported to vary by geographical population,
hospital and by surgeon [18,19]. Inconsistencies in procedures
conducted and the prostheses selected for joint replacement
have also been described, as well as significant variation in the
level of expenditure and patient reported outcomes [2,20-22].
These differences cannot be explained by differences in the clinical
needs of patients and hence it is important to understand the
driving forces behind this variation. This research was designed
to review and summarise the published literature systematically
i) to understand approaches and techniques to knowledge and
evidence use, and ii) to identity the factors influencing decisionmaking and practice variation within orthopaedic surgery.
Through this systematic review we highlight sources of evidence
and knowledge that have been important in decisions made
within orthopaedic surgery, and explain how these complex and
competing sources of evidence may lead to unjustified variation
in practice. We propose a conceptual model to highlight the
relationship between evidence sources and practice in healthcare.

Methods
Protocol registration
We used Cochrane Collaboration guidelines to prepare a study
protocol for the systematic review [22] and registered with the
PROSPERO database: CRD42015016792.
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Inclusion and exclusion criteria
We included all study designs and orthopaedic surgical
treatments. All healthcare professionals or member of the surgical
team involved in decision-making for orthopaedic patients were
included. The main outcomes were evidence sources used in
decisions and the approaches and techniques to evidence use
and uptake. No country restrictions were applied but only English
language papers were included. We excluded basic research
studies, abstract or conference proceedings, editorials, letters
and commentaries; individual case studies and studies including
children.

Information sources and selection of studies
Individual studies were identified using a structured electronic
search strategy developed for MEDLINE and adapted for other
databases. The electronic databases and web resources are
listed in Table 1. We scanned reference lists of included studies
and contacted key experts in the field. A supplementary search
technique was used to search around clusters of papers based on
citations, relevant theory and concepts, such as 'evidence-based
orthopaedics' [23,24]. Searches were undertaken in February
2014 and included papers published between 1946 to January
2014 (Supplementary file S1).

Data extraction and quality assessment
Two reviewers (AG/RJ) simultaneously extracted the following
core data from the included studies: aims and objectives,
research methods, participant characteristics, intervention,
evidence sources and use in decision-making and approaches
and techniques to evidence use and uptake. Other relevant data
were extracted, such as any stated theoretical underpinnings or
mechanisms of action. During this process provisional categories
emerged from the data and were iteratively ‘sense checked’
with the review team. This enabled us to begin to develop a
conceptual framework that would bring the studies together in
a meaningful narrative [25]. Studies were quality appraised using
the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) tool for qualitative,
quantitative studies and systematic review [26]. The risk of bias
was considered across all studies, and results were examined for
missing data within individual studies.

Methods of analysis
Analysis was undertaken using interpretative mixed methods

Table 1 Databases and other web resources used in the systematic review.
Databases
Medline [OVID]
Medline In-Process and Other Citations [OVID]
Embase [OVID]
ASSIA [ProQuest]
Cochrane Library [Wiley] including CDSR, DARE, CENTRAL, NHS EED, HTA Database
CINAHL [EBSCO]
PsycINFO[ProQuest]
Science Citation Index and Social Science Citation Index [Web of Science]
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Web resources and grey literature
King’s Fund Library Database
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
National Guideline Clearing House
The Joanna Briggs Institute Library

This article is available from: http://www.hsprj.com/archive.php
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synthesis and using thematic analysis and narrative synthesis
[27]. The initial analysis involved familiarization and immersion in
the data, and comparison between the included studies. We used
the Pillar Integration Process (PIP) to incorporate both qualitative
and quantitative data in a meaningful, yet transparent way [28].
PIP enabled the articles to be drawn together systematically
whilst also providing an independent view of the current stateof-the-art and cumulative knowledge on the subject [29-31].
Studies were integrated using a convergence coding matrix
and synthesised narratively. The first three stages of PIP (the
listing, matching and checking) were followed to construct the
foundations of the PIP coding matrix as displayed in Figure 1.
Subsequently, we completed the more creative fourth ‘Pillar
Building’ stage. Using thematic analysis we coded the data
from all papers to develop new constructs by identifying related
concepts in the studies. We then summarised the findings of
different studies under thematic category headings, reworking
and reformulating them together into the central ‘pillar’. Using
the emergent categories and conceptual framework, a narrative
synthesis was developed to examine relevant themes, identifying
patterns and anomalies across the studies.

Results
The flow chart outlining the process of identifying relevant
literature can be found in Figure 2 [31]. A total of 14,316 articles
were found of which 13,804 did not meet the inclusion criteria
and were removed. Title and abstract screening removed a further
392 studies, leaving 120 articles to be investigated. Full texts of
these studies were examined for inclusion by two reviewers (AG/
RJ). Disagreements were resolved by consensus or third party
review. Ninety-four studies were excluded with reasons resulting
in 26 final articles (24 primary studies, 2 systematic reviews).
Included studies were heterogeneous in methods used and
phenomena studied. Hence, meta-analysis of quantitative data
was not considered useful.

Characteristics of the studies selected
The primary aim of many of the included studies was to identify
the influence of a factor or variety of factors on a particular aspect
of surgical practice or treatment decision. Studies varied in the
factors they assessed over a range of orthopaedic procedures
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including hip and knee arthroplasty, hip fracture, upper extremity
and spine surgery, anterior cruciate ligament surgery and the use
of associated procedures such as blood transfusion and drainage,
steroid injects and physical therapy.

Summary of primary study evidence
Twenty-four primary studies were included, the majority were
quantitative (n=20) the remainder were qualitative (n=4). We
brought together the studies systematically using summary tables
presented in Supplementary file S2. A summary of SPIDER and
PICO characteristics is provided in Supplementary file S3 to order
the evidence and produce a description of study characteristics.
A large number of the studies reported cross-sectional survey
data (n=16). Other study designs included: prospective (n=3),
retrospective (n=3) and qualitative studies (n=4) including:
interviews (n=2) focus groups (n=1) observation (n=1) and a case
study (n=1).

Summary of systematic review evidence
Two systematic review studies were included in the review. These
were undertaken by Barr et al. and Bederman et al. [32,33].
The first addressed the drivers of transfusion decision-making
in orthopaedic surgery and the second aimed to discover the
decision-making drivers for degenerative hip, knee and spine
surgery.

Pillar Integration Process
The initial stages of PIP resulted in the identification of 44
prominent codes in the included 26 studies. The PIP central pillar
integration process resulted in eight themes (Table 2).
An overview diagram of the data structure is presented in Figure
3. Displaying the data structure in this way is recommended by
Pratt et al. 2006, 2009 [34,35] Pratt argues that the challenge of
qualitative and quantitative research is that there are no accepted
“boilerplate” for writing up methods and determining quality
[35] and objectivity. The boilerplate refers to a standardised
language and format for presenting research findings, and this
is not something qualitative and mixed methods researchers
strive to achieve. This equifinality can make it extremely
problematic to portray qualitative and qualitative research
[35]. However, presenting the data using an overview diagram
as in Figure 3, enables us to honor the worldview of the articles
that were included in the review, provide sufficient evidence
for claims made, and allows us to contributes to extant theory
through the conclusions made [35].

Discussion

Figure 1 A diagrammatic representation of the pillar integration
process.
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

The review identified sources of evidence, or the knowledge
types reported as important for orthopaedic decision-making.
These sources are influential in determining patient treatment
and help to explain how and why there is unwarranted variation
in orthopaedic surgical practice. Factors were identified and
categorised into eight themes which reflect the micro-level patient
and clinical drivers; and meso factors such as characteristics of the
organisation or surgeon through to the impact of formal training.
At the macro-level we identified the influence of evidence, policy
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Figure 2 Flow chart outlining the process of identifying relevant literature.

and guidelines. Each theme is described below and a conceptual
model is presented which demonstrates the relationship between
these sources of evidence and knowledge types.

Formal codified knowledge
Formal codified knowledge is explicit, written down and thus
available to everyone to use alongside personal judgment [34]. In
our review, formal codified knowledge represents the macro-level
clinical guidelines and scientific literature to which orthopaedic
surgeons can (and are expected to) refer when making evidencebased decisions. This knowledge is hard, factual, spelt out and
easy to transfer between individuals. Hence the assumption is to
‘policy makers is that’ standardised knowledge in guidelines can
be disseminated across clinical populations.
Formal codified knowledge was reported to influence decisionmaking in ten of the 26 studies. It included reference to guidelines
[36-38], evidence-based medicine [39-44] and independent
peer reviewed literature [43,45]. The included studies reported
a low influence of this type of knowledge. This low influence
is in contrast to what would be expected by the advocates of

4

evidence-based medicine and the significance attached to the
hierarchy of evidence in the clinical field.

Managerial knowledge
Managerial knowledge represents an important component of
clinical decision-making within orthopedics as it can underpin
the routines and capabilities of practice – i.e., the scope of work
conducted. In this area, the literature often referred to resource
issues such as time, cost and safety or quality of services but
without definite or consistent criteria of what is considered
acceptable. For example, a “treatment is too expensive” was
considered a factor that influences clinical decisions but without
providing a context within which to benchmark the concept
of ‘expensive’ [36]. Managerial knowledge is subjective and
experiential and is often not written down for healthcare staff
to access. This makes it difficult to transfer between and across
organisational, departmental and also across professional
boundaries within the same organisation [35].
In the six studies which mention managerial knowledge, cost
[36,46-51] and availability of resources [47,48] were most
influential in clinical decision-making. The knowledge and skills
This article is available from: http://www.hsprj.com/archive.php
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Table 2 Pillar integration process convergence coding matrix.
1

2

3

4

5

QUANT STUDIES
CITATION

FACTOR(S)/SOURCES OF EVIDENCE

PILLAR
THEMES

FACTOR(S)/SOURCES OF EVIDENCE

QUAL STUDIES
CITATION

deBoer et al. [34], Watts Practice guidelines are present
et al. [35], Zielinski et
al. [36]

Formal codified
knowledge

Marx et al. [37], Khan et More agreement when there is more
al. [38], Krahn et al. [39] evidence, use evidence when it exists  
Marx et al. [37], Kumar
et al. [40]

Poor dissemination of evidence,
difficult to access EBM

Schulz et al. [41]

Independent peer reviewed papers

Tejawani et al. [42]

Literature (formal)

Canty et al. [43], Khan
et al. [38], Tejiwani et
al. [42]

Believe it is evidence based
medicine, Belief in RCTs

deBoer et al. [34]

Treatment is too expensive

Hageman et al. [44]

Treatment is cheapest

Kegal et al. [45]

Price of the medication and
availability

Lingard et al. [46]

Belief costs and availability of
extended care facilities

Okike et al. [47]

Cost knowledge associated with use
of implants

deBoer et al. [34]

Lack of equipment or facilities

deBoer et al. [34]

Rota limited actions

deBoer et al. [34]

Support staff unable to do what is
required

Krahn et al. [39], deBoer Time (pressure)
et al. [34]
Waiting times/lists
Lingard et al. [46]
Funding status of hospital,
Lingard et al. [46],
reimbursement or surgeons
Hageman et al. [49]
Organisational status association to a
Wright et al. [48]
medical school

Managerial
knowledge

Organisational
knowledge

Constraints of the healthcare
Hudak et al. [49]
system/institutional constraints
such as available operating theatres
Extensive waiting lists

Hudak et al. [49]

Suitable doesn’t guarantee surgery Hudak et al. [49]
unfair/discriminate/best rather than
the most appropriate
Prioritisation of patients everyone
who needs one is not going to get
one

Hudak et al. [49]

Link with teaching hospital is
important in getting evidence into
practice

Ferlie et al. [8]

Availability of resources (imagining) Bederman et al. [33]

© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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deBoer et al. [34]

Supervisor prevented use

Hageman et al. [44]

What my mentor taught me

Hageman et al. [44]

Burns fewer bridges with colleagues

Hageman et al. [44],
Kegal et al. [45]

What others are doing, what
colleagues use

Kumar et al. [40]

More likely to discuss with colleagues

Schulz et al. [41]

Meetings with colleagues and
conferences

Vashitz et al. [50]

Influenced by opinion of others and
previous opinions

Socialisation and
association with
colleagues

2016
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Clinician plays a role/clinicians as
the experts/assigned and adopted
Roles

Gooberman-Hill et al.
[51]

Relationship building between
surgeon and patient/negotiating
relationships with other
professionals/maintaining
professional networks
/maintain position in the
organisation/maintain peer
network/social and cultural

Hudak et al. [49]

Change in opinion is fast, decision
making and opinion was volatile
Not trust the RCTs from outside
their group/always find a paper
to support your idea, orthopaedic  
journals most powerful position
Indirect channels of information
transfer

Ferlie et al. [8]
Ferlie et al. [8]

Ferlie et al. [8]

Ferlie et al. [8]
Decisions made locally/negotiated/a
core group of professionals have
legitimacy and are believed
Ferlie et al.[8]
Influential actors work is more likely
to be believed
Ferlie et al. [8]

Watts et al. [35]

Medico-legal concerns

Watts et al. [35]

Uniformity in the region in which
surgeon practices

Schulz et al. [41]

Pharmaceutical companies, implant
manufactures

6

The orthopaedic community is
important/professional community
with distinct norms (resilient/
embedded/retain control)/internal
community/group knowledge
Cultural, normative High level of group and individual
Ferlie et al. [8]
autonomy over work, Highly
and political
influence norms of professionalised form of clinical
work
the sector
Orthopaedics is different/ separate/ Ferlie et al. [8]
autonomous,
Pharmaceutical companies

Ferlie et al. [8]

Orthopaedics are actors
not reflectors, personality
characteristics are distinct/certain
people
Medico-legal concerns

Ferlie et al. [8]

Authority figure/judgment/control
of specialists/experts

Ferlie et al. [8]

Supply and demand/gaming the
system/having a strategy

Gooberman-Hill et al.
[51]

Lack of homecare/post operative
support/judgment based on
aftercare support

Hudak et al. [49]

Playing the middle man/medical
broker

Hudak et al. [49]

Ferlie et al. [8]

This article is available from: http://www.hsprj.com/archive.php
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Canty et al. [43]

Learned in practice

deBoer et al. [34]

Did not learn it

Irwin et al. [52]

Different training background

Kumar et al. [40]

Academic qualifications in EBM

Kumar et al. [40]

Formal training in EBM

Schulz et al. [41]

Training course

Tejawani et al. [42]

Gained during traditional training

Kegal et al. [45]
Canty et al. [43]

Educated, learned in fellowship
Personal reasons

Canty et al. [43], Dusik
et al. [53]

Don’t believe in evidence (based)

Wright et al. [48]
Wright et al. [45]

Surgeons opinions about treatment
Surgeons enthusiasm for procedure

Tejiwani et al. [42]

Personal experience gained in
practice

Kumar et al. [40]

Believe it is difficult to adhere to
EBM

2016
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Training and formal
education

Informal experiential Surgeons appraisal of the patients
Implicit knowledge complexity, various explicit factors
play a part in the judgment
including lifestyle and clinical
influences

Gooberman-Hill et al.
[51]

Skills come from experience and
instinct

Gooberman-Hill et al.
[51]

Surgeons style of approach to
patient, surgeons confidence in
their own ability/more confident
more likely to perform surgery/
enthusiasm

Gooberman-Hill et al.
[51], Bederman et al.
[33]

Personality characteristics/
paternalistic diplomatic
conservative assertive/styles
influence behaviour

Gooberman-Hill et al.
[51]

Belief who is able and better, not
who is in need

Hudak et al. [49],
Bederman et al. [33]
Hudak et al. [49]

Implicit definition of patient
candidacy/definitions are rarely
explicit/not knowing the rules of
the game
Patient prioritisation influences
behaviour

Hudak et al. [49]

Highly professionalised form of
Ferlie et al. [8]
clinical work, disagree with science/
different views/skeptical about
formal science
Controversy in treatment options/ Ferlie et al. [8]
not trust the RCTs from outside
their group/always find a paper
to support your idea, orthopaedic
journals most powerful position
The individual consultant on the
inside  is more important than
external source  of evidence

Ferlie et al. [8]

Orthopaedics is a learnt craft/tacit
and experiential more important

Ferlie et al. [8]

Patients in research do not match
the real patients in practice

Ferlie et al. [8]

Practice is learnt slowly, it does not Ferlie et al. [8]
Ferlie et al. [8]
transfer across groups easily
Surgeon believes surgery  ‘Works in Ferlie et al. [8]
my hands’
Individual learning ad reflection is
favoured over EBM/experience

© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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Patients age
Bhandari et al. [54],  
Irwin et al. [42], Wright
et al. [48], Zielinski et
al. [36]
Bhandari et al. [54],
Curtis et al. [55], Watts
et al. [35], Canty et al.
[43]

Patients medical condition

Bhandari et al. [54],
Curtis et al. [55]

Patient lifestyle factors, social
circumstance

Borkhoff et al. [56]

Patients sex

Individual Patients Clinical factors most important/
and surgeon factors symptom severity/pain/stiffness

2016
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Gooberman-Hill et al.
[51], Barr et al. [32],
Bederman et al. [33]

Patient lifestyle factors/social/ work Gooberman-Hill et al.
context, family support/
[51]
Post-operative support
Pragmatic reasons

Ferlie et al. [8]

Personality characteristics are
distinct/certain people

Ferlie et al. [8]

Canty et al. [43], Dusik Clinical treatment and medication
et al. [53], Kegal et al.
[45], Zielinski et al. [36]

Patients age

Barr et al. [32],
Bederman et al. [33]

Canty et al. [43],
Hageman et al. [44]

Practical or pragmatic reason,
shorter procedure

Patients medical condition

Curtis et al. [55], Canty
et al. [43], Dusik et al.
[53], Irwin et al. [52]

Symptoms, pain
Surgical volume

deBoer et al. [34]

Need to have patient with the
problem

Barr et al. [32]

Patients weight

Bederman et al. [33]

Dusik et al. [53],
Hageman et al. [44],  
Kegal et al. [45]

Years in practice, level of experience

Surgeons sex

Bederman et al. [33]

Irwin et al. [52], Marx et Surgeons age
al. [37]
Marx et al. [37]

Patients sex

Barr et al. [32]
Barr et al. [32],
Borkhoff et al. [56]
Barr et al. [32]

Patients insurance coverage

Surgical volume

Surgeons sex
Borkhoff et al. [56]
EBM=Evidence-Based Medicine

of individuals who manage healthcare organisations were
considered valuable but intangible in the organisations. This led
to uncertainly, for example treatment costs influenced decisions
when both expensive options [36] and cheaper treatment options
were available [44]. Surgeons’ knowledge of treatment and
orthopaedic implant costs was also associated with their use in
practice but the definition of acceptable cost was not explicit [49].
The weight assigned to managerial knowledge in orthopaedics is
increasingly important due to the rising demand for treatment,
and reinforced by pressures to reduce resource use.

Organisational knowledge
Organisational knowledge has a wider structural emphasis. It is
anecdotally referred to as “the way we do things around here” as
it shapes the perspectives of clinicians working in an organisation.
It is embedded in the processes of healthcare organisations and
influences the behavior of its members. Organisational processes
become normative and reflect the common education, training
and career structures of particular organisations [50]. This type
of knowledge is ingrained in the routines of the orthopaedic

8

departments and hospitals but not necessarily acknowledged by
the individuals themselves [47].
Organisational constraints such as theatre availability, surgical
waiting lists and patient prioritisation acted as forms of
organisational knowledge in the included studies [8,47,51].
Variation in the practice of patient categorisation or treatment
delay resulted from organisational knowledge that does not
diffuse but becomes sticky within the organisation. One paper
stated “prioritisation of patients means that everyone who needs
one is not going to get one” [51]. Time pressures and staffing
influenced clinical decisions when planning surgery [36,41].
These organisational factors develop over time and become
entrenched, so that knowledge exists in the processes and clinical
pathways themselves not in the individual actors. The likelihood
of finding a common ground for collaboration and knowledge
sharing within but not across orthopaedic departments to reduce
variation in the healthcare organisations is limited.

Socialisation and association with colleagues
The socialisation of individuals into different clinical professions
This article is available from: http://www.hsprj.com/archive.php
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plays an important role in their decision-making processes.
Orthopaedic surgery represents a highly professionalised area of
clinical work as a specialty where an elite community of practice
is strongly embedded [8,9]. This community has socialised
knowledge that impacts on the way decisions are made by its
members. The knowledge is treated as a vital source of evidence
which is held in the group but not shared with outsiders. Nine
papers reported socialised knowledge influenced decisions.
Examples include “what my mentor taught me”, restrictions
placed on practice by supervisors [31,43] “what my colleagues
are doing”[46,47,51] and the notion that “decisions made locally
and negotiated by a core group of professionals have legitimacy
and are believed” [8,51-53].
There was a distinction between knowledge that came from
inside or outside the defined group, in this case the orthopaedic
community [8,52]. Surgeons reportedly did not “trust the RCTs
from outside their group” [38] and were more influenced by work
that came from “influential actors” in the field [8] Particularly
important were knowledge and evidence gained at local
professional meetings and conferences [42,43] Decisions are
said to be driven by socialised knowledge because orthopaedic
communities share common values, language, procedures and
know-how, and hence act as a source of learning and practice for
each other.

Culture, norms and political influence of the
sector
This theme demonstrates how the wider orthopaedic profession
can influence clinical practice and drive decision-making for
patients. For example, the presence of professional societies,
such as the British Orthopaedic Association in the UK and
the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons in the USA,
enabled the members to retain substantial autonomy, authority
and control over their work practices and to resist external
intervention [8,51,53]. This external intervention might be in
the form of clinical guidelines and regulation which are codified
evidence produced outside the orthopaedic sector. The use of
this type of evidence in decision-making was likely to be complex
and fraught with political challenges. It was to a certain extent
linked to how surgeons maintained their elite position in the
wider clinical field by privileging their normative professional
knowledge over clinical guidelines that can be accessed by
anyone [51,54]. Therefore, it can influence decisions at all levels:
the micro individual surgeon deciding to operate or not, the
meso communities of practice who plan and allocate intervention
thresholds, and the macro professional groups who build
consensus statements and establish orthopaedic criteria.
Medico-legal challenges to practice drove patterns of a- to
decision-making to minimise legal action in two papers [8,35]. The
power of pharmaceutical and implant manufacturing companies
within this sector was also highlighted [8]. As was the “struggle
to balance supply and demand” of services [49] and beliefs about
how allied health professions can or cannot contribute to service
delivery [51,55]. In one study, a decision for surgery depended
on the surgeons subjective view of “appropriate post-operative
support” [50] Attitudes towards the ability and or use of non© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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surgeon professionals varied [53]. This could be associated with
incentives to maintain professional control and power over
clinical decisions. The process of prioritising, negotiating and
juggling these factors during decision-making was referred to as
“medical brokering” and defined as “a procedural strategy used
by physicians when demands in a system are perceived to exceed
resources” in one paper [51].

Training and formal education
It would be expected that a surgeons’ training and formal
education might have an impact upon how they make decisions
for patients. Seven papers reported that some form of training
influenced surgeons’ clinical decisions [36,42-45,47,54]. The
training and formal education theme covered the standard
“academic qualifications” [40] such as medical training but also
the apprenticeship style training gained through fellowship
programmes and practice-based learning [45,51,54]. Training
courses undertaken later in surgical practice were considered
more important to surgeons [43]. This is maybe because these
reflect the subspecialist training that the surgeons were most
attracted to. Formal training in evidence-based medicine was
reported its to increase its use in clinical decisions, and the
perceived importance of evidence to practice [42]. Training and
formal education becomes an important foundation which can
be built on over time using elements from all other knowledge
types.

Informal experiential knowledge
This represents the tacit knowledge that surgeons ‘know’ which
has built up over time but which can be difficult to describe.
This type of knowledge is treated as one of the most important
sources of evidence in decision-making in orthopaedic practice
because it represents a surgeon’s lifetime’s work, and in turn
their identity as a surgeon. When considering the tacit – explicit
knowledge spectrum, informal experiential knowledge sits in
opposition to formal codified knowledge. It cannot easily be
explained, transferred and understood by another person,
particularly someone outside the orthopaedic community.
Individual knowledge gained from their experience does not
exist in the activity alone, but in the knowledge that individuals
use to perform the activity [56]. Hence, a surgeon possesses
tacit knowledge of how to perform an operation when they are
outside of theatre.
The included studies reported several examples of informal
experiential knowledge which drive decisions [8,51,53]. Reference
to surgeon’s judgment, skill, craft, experience and instinct were
all reported as important [8,51,53]. As were confidence, style
and approach to patients’ after treatment alongside beliefs about
patients in general [55]. For example surgeons had a “belief in
who is able and better (for surgery) not who is in need”[49]
which contrasts with the concept of clinical need or a patients’
requirement for surgery which might be expected when applying
the principles of evidence-based guidelines.

Individual patients and surgeons factors
The final theme clusters all factors that were directly related
to the characteristics of the patient or surgeon that influenced
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First-Order Codes

•
•
•
•

Statements about guidance from NICE , the BOA and professional societies in
orthopaedics and sub-specialties acting as a source of evidence
Statements about “independent peer reviewed” papers in trusted journals
Academic literature that is published in reputable forms

Statements about what RCTs mean for orthopaedics , why they are a useful
source of evidence .
Comments about beliefs and trust in data that comes from RCTs
Statements about organisational �inances in general that in�luence clinical practice
and service delivery decisions
Speci�ic reference to orthopaedic implants and treatment or pharmaceutical costs
that linked to decision made about patient treatment “treatment is too
expensive”

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Statements about hospital equipment and facilities availability such as
operating theatres “constraints caused by theatre”
Staff availability and scheduling of staff that cause problems in planning
surgery for patients

Availability of equipment
and resources

Trust in other surgeons

Statements about learning from mentors and other colleagues that in�luence
decisions. Surgeons are more likely to exchange knowledge as evidence with
other surgeons and “discuss with colleagues” when making decisions.

Knowledge exchange
between surgeons

Statements about the impact of medical malpractice and liability claims that
in�luence or restrict clinical decisions.
The in�luence of pharmaceutical and implant manufacturer companies upon
surgeons decisions.
Statements about orthopaedic surgeons as a particular type of medical
professional displaying certain behaviours. “Surgeon uniformity”
Surgeons were “in�luenced by the opinion of others” and signi�icant
individuals were more “likely to be believed”.

Statements about surgeons’ clinical experience built up over years of clinical
practice. “Personal experience gained in practice”
Comments that re�lect how surgeons’ instinct and tacit knowledge was an
important source of evidence.
The importance of selecting and trusting personal experience over other
evidence sources.

Statements about orthopaedic surgeons not trusting information that comes from
“outside” of their own profession
Statements about factors that relate to individual patient factors, including patient
demographics. For example “patient sex” and “patient age”

•

Cost of orthopaedic
provision

Statements about surgeons trusting other surgeons in the profession as a valid
source of evidence. Other Surgeons “decisions have legitimacy”.

Statements about surgeons’ personal beliefs and attitudes about their practice
that inform decision making.

•

Healthcare �inance

Patient prioritisation

Statements about high pro�ile and expert orthopaedic surgeons acting as a
source of evidence.
Surgeons were “in�luenced by the opinion of others” and signi�icant
individuals were more “likely to be believed”.

Statements about routine surgical procedures, treatments and medication that
limit or facilitate clinical decisions. The “surgical volume” of a surgeon
Statements about factors that relate to individual clinical actors, including
surgeon demographics. For example “surgeons sex”.

Vol. 3 No. 1: 25

Aggregate Theoretical Dimensions
Formal codi�ied
knowledge

Findings of RCT studies

Statements about the need to prioritise orthopaedic patients treatment for
reasons not linked to clinical need “being suitable does not guarantee surgery”

Statements about training in later career, such as course and “formal training in
EBM” that drive clinical decisions for surgeons.

•

Academic journal articles

Demand for surgery

Statements about academic education and formal quali�ications from medical
school that in�luence later orthopaedic practice.

•

National guidelines

Statements about high demand for orthopaedic procedures
Comments about growing orthopaedic waiting lists in�luencing decisions

Statements about supply and demand issues across healthcare in general that
impact on orthopaedic service delivery, such as “lack of post operative support”.

•

Theoretical Categories

2016

Managerial
knowledge

Organisational
knowledge

Socialisation and
associate with
colleagues

In�luential experts

External in�luence
Surgeon characteristic
norms

Cultural normative,
and political
in�luence norms

Healthcare supply and
demand
Surgeon education
Surgeon training

Training and
formal education

Surgical experience

Attitudes and beliefs of
surgeons

Informal
experiential implicit
knowledge

Surgical evidence is credible
evidence
Patient demographic
information

Clinical demographic and
procedural information

Individual patient
and surgeon
factors

Figure 3 Overview of data structure.
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clinical practice decisions in the included studies. Surgeons with
a greater surgical volume in joint replacement would be more
inclined to conduct a joint replacement compared to non-surgical
management. Patient factors included age, [38,41,51,56] medical
condition, [36,45,35,56] sex, [33,56] lifestyle, [51,54,55] treatment
options, medication and symptoms [39,43,49,51,53,55]. Surgeon
factors included age, [39,54] sex, [33] personality type [8]
and surgical volume [39]. Some pragmatic factors were also
important, such as time taken to perform surgery where certain
procedures were selected because they were shorter than other
options [8,45,46].

What does this mean for orthopaedic practice?
We have identified many sources of evidence which compete
for space and prominence in the process of decision-making.
The competition may be subconscious as medical professionals
may broker various evidence sources and knowledge types
within current organisational contingencies. This element of tacit
practice came through strongly in many of the included studies
[8,51-58] and has been recognised elsewhere in the medical
literature [14,63].
It is important that surgeons and orthopaedic departments
develop an awareness of this subjective and subconscious
brokering process. It is essential in clinical practice to enable
surgeons to be cognizant of who and what is influencing their
clinical decisions and the contingencies and constraints they
are working within. Once the drivers of decisions are apparent
to the decision-makers, it will be possible to adjust, improve or
eliminate factors which can be considered inappropriate and
which may lead to unfair or inappropriate and unwarranted
variation in practice. Across the literature each of these drivers,
can be considered a viable source of evidence or knowledge for
surgeons, on a par with formal codified clinical guidelines, and
our review demonstrates that they influence clinical practice
decisions [59-62].
Our findings highlight the power of local clinical communities,
networks and hierarchies within the orthopaedic profession.
They result in decision-making that is grounded in “that’s what
we do around here” evidence, rather than the evidence-based
medicine which is of proven effectiveness for patients. Utilising
these strong clinical networks for positive knowledge sharing
may be an avenue for future investigation particularly relevant for
this clinical group. We have found from this review that although
clinical evidence, such as patients’ functional score, is important
and necessary for decision-making they are not sufficient to drive
a clinical decision. Other sources of evidence for example, current
waiting lists and operating room availability (organisational
knowledge) or the necessity to maintain good relationships
with colleagues and superiors (socialised knowledge) can take
precedence. The different ways in which sources of evidence and
knowledge are brokered and privileged in practice result in the
variation in delivery of orthopaedic services and in potentially
unsatisfactory outcomes for patients.

Conceptual framework of themes
We have not set out to present the eight themes hierarchically,
as the ways they interact depend on the contingencies of the
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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current context. This may change over time for individuals and
organisations as and when the different evidences come into
focus. Instead we propose a conceptual framework (Figure 4)
structured around the wider definition of an evidence-based
decision to describe how the different evidence and knowledge
sources can act as micro, meso or macro drivers of variation in
orthopaedic surgical work.
The next step is to test this conceptual framework in practice
and to understand its applicability to modern healthcare
organisations, we need to understand whether there are
situations in which the alignment and hence importance of the
different themes change. Each source of evidence has strengths
and weaknesses and contributes to variation in orthopaedic
practice depending on who is making the decision and in what
circumstance. Decisions made from a financial stance may not
lead to effective outcomes for a patient on the ward, and hence
are reported to carry less weight for the individual surgeon
[49,63-65]. However, when examining the level of organisational
practice (clinical commissioning) or national policy (clinical and
cost-effectiveness analysis) financial decisions play a central role
in decision-making. What is important here is how evidence is
combined in the real life pragmatic process of decision-making,
where decisions are complex and challenging.

Conclusion
We systematically reviewed and summarised published literature
on the approaches and techniques towards evidence use, and
the factors that influence to evidence-based decision-making
and practice within orthopaedic surgery. Data were integrated
using the Pillar Integration Process and analysed thematically
to produce eight themes which can be treated as the sources of
evidence that influence the decisions of orthopaedic surgeons.
These factors may be explicit, or may act outside conscious
decision-making processes. They are brokered directly or
indirectly in competition with each other.
In this review we have found that formal codified knowledge, e.g.,
clinical guidelines produced by NICE and other national bodies,
appears to play a small part in orthopaedic decision-making. More
significant drivers of variation include the socialisation of medical
professionals, the cultural and normative factors at play and the
existence of complex and competing sources of knowledge.
Patient candidacy does not in itself account for the reported
variation in the delivery of orthopaedic services. Individual
surgeons, their clinical communities and wider professional
societies coupled with the constraints and contingencies of
healthcare systems influence and complicate the decisionmaking process. As a result, the factors feeding into decisions,
contribute to the widespread variability in surgical practice.
Services are not as high quality; cost-effective and equitable
as they could be which means that “not everyone who needs
one is going to get one”. Until the process of decision-making is
fully explored, and strategies are developed to mitigate against
this incongruous evidence use, interventions, policies and
recommendations aimed at achieving equitable, clinical and costeffective orthopaedic decisions will be limited in their reach and
effectiveness.
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Figure 4 Conceptual framework of the sources of evidence and knowledge themes identified in the systematic review.
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